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bstract

Experimental animal studies have shown that physical exercise, associated with planning and execution of complex movements, are related
o changes in brain structure. In humans, changes in cortical tissue density in relation to physical activity are yet to be fully determined and

uantified. We investigated differences on gray matter volume in judo players by using voxel-based morphometry. Comparison between a
roup of eight internationally competitive judo players and a group of 18 healthy controls showed a significantly higher gray matter tissue
ensity in brain areas of judo players.

2008 Sports Medicine Australia. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Experimental studies showed that the regular practice of
hysical exercises can stimulate cerebral plasticity.1

Neuroimaging has been employed to investigate indirect
vidence of brain plasticity related to exercise in humans.
sing voxel-based morphometry (VBM), Colcombe et al.2

howed that regular aerobic exercises may cause an increase
n regional gray matter volume (GMV) in seniors. Other stud-
es demonstrates cortical changes in Parkinson patients3 and
n practitioners of Tai-Chi.4

With the general hypothesis that the long-term practice
f a physical exercise involving complex motor tasks might
nduce GMV differences in healthy young subjects in areas of
he central nervous system related with motor skill learning,
his study investigated if the practice of judo is associated
ith significantly higher GM tissue density compared to

ormal.

∗ Corresponding author.
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. Methods

Eight men, right-handed, internationally competitive
igh-level professional judo practitioners with mean age of
5 years (S.D. ± 1.8 years) were evaluated. The judo players
ad practiced judo for at least 10 years, with an average of
–6 h/day of training. This group was compared with eigh-
een men, right-handed sedentary controls obtained from a
ealthy population with mean age of 25 years (S.D. ± 2.9
ears). There was no difference of age between these two
roups (Mann–Whitney U test, p < 0.05). All men were sub-
itted to the same MRI protocol. Written informed consent
as obtained from all men in accordance with the guide-

ines of the ethics committee from our institution (registration
umber 428/2005).

High-resolution MRI was performed using a 2T scanner
Elscint Prestige Haifa, Israel). Volumetric (3D) T1 images
ere acquired in the sagittal plane (flip angle = 35◦, rep-

tition time = 22 ms, echo time = 9 ms, matrix = 256 × 220,

eld of view = 23 cm × 25 cm) and resampled to yield 1-mm

sotropic voxels.
MRI images were acquired in DICOM format and con-

erted to ANALYSE format using the software MRIcro.5

sevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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mage pre-processing involved spatial normalisation, seg-
entation into gray matter probabilistic maps and smoothing
ith an isotropic Gaussian kernel of 10 mm, using SPM2.
or normalisation and segmentation routines, an in-house
eveloped template was employed.

Statistical analyses were performed with the Non-
arametric Mapping (NPM) software (http://www.sph.sc.
du/comd/rorden/npm/), comparing the group composed of
udo players (n = 8) with the group of healthy control sub-
ects (n = 18). Contrasts were defined in order to estimate the
robability of each voxel being gray matter. Statistical results
ere obtained with the Wilcoxon test (voxel by voxel)6 and

orrected for multiple comparisons using false discovery
ate (FDR), with a threshold of p < 0.05. Statistical maps
f significant differences were overlaid onto the Anatomi-
al Automatic Labeling Atlas (AAL) for the evaluation of
he anatomical differences of observed differences.

. Results
Table 1 shows a significantly higher regional GMV
bserved in the group of judo players in the frontal, parietal,
ccipital and temporal lobes.

m
d
r

ig. 1. Sagittal slices of mean gray matter maps with an overlaid statistical map o
oxel) and corrected for multiple comparisons using FDR and p < 0.05). Color scal
edicine in Sport 12 (2009) 688–690 689

Higher GMV were also observed in the cerebella. These
ndings are summarised in Fig. 1. There were not areas of

ower GMV in the judo group compared to control.

. Discussion

The present study observed differences in regional GMV
n judo players compared with healthy sedentary controls.
he higher GM tissue density was found in frontal lobe

elated to motor planning and execution7 and in regions of the
refrontal cortex, related to working memory and cognitive
rocesses. The differences in GMV in middle and inferior
emporal gyri found in our study are considered paralimbic
reas and are related to motor learning and memory.7 The
egion with differences in GMV in regions of the parietal and
ccipital lobes are related to visual associative processes. We
lso found differences in GMV bilaterally in the cerebellar
ortex, which is not surprising given its importance in motor
earning.
The differences in gray matter may reflect plastic
odifications induced by motor training in response to a

emand imposed by the motor task in specifics brain regions
elated to the specificity of training.8 On the other hand,

f differences between controls and judo players (Wilcoxon test (voxel by
e bar represents Z scores of higher gray matter density in judo players.

http://www.sph.sc.edu/comd/rorden/npm/
http://www.sph.sc.edu/comd/rorden/npm/
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Table 1
Areas of higher cortical GMV in judo player.

Anatomical region Number of voxels

Right hemisphere Left hemisphere

Pre-central gyrus – 227
Frontal superior gyrus – 398
Frontal superior orbital gyrus 283 357
Frontal middle gyrus – 34
Frontal middle orbital gyrus – 305
Frontal inferior opercular gyrus 472 530
Frontal inferior triangular gyrus 162 418
Rolandic opercular – 62
Supplementary motor area 51 196
Rectus gyrus 517 69
Paracentral – 55
Postcentral – 234
Parietal superior gyrus 114 435
Parietal inferior gyrus – 46
Precuneus – 37
Temporal middle gyrus 122 326
Temporal inferior gyrus 398 1040
Occipital superior gyrus 169 –
Occipital middle gyrus – 133
Cerebellum 1 – 32
Cerebellum 6 29 –
Cerebellum 7b – 51
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igher cortical gray matter volume (regions and equivalent number of vox-
ls) in judo players compared to sedentary controls (Wilcoxon test (voxel
y voxel) and corrected for multiple comparisons using FDR and p < 0.05).

hese differences may be the consequence of increase in
he GMV of cortical brain regions secondary to changes in
erebral blood flow9 and trophic factor liberation10 induced
y physical exercise.

The results in the present work provide additional evidence
or regional cortical differences associated with practice of
ports, herein observed in a group of experienced judo prac-
itioners.

. Conclusion
This study hypothesised that a group of long-term judo
ractitioners would have significantly higher GM tissue den-
ity in brain regions associated with the motor planning and
edicine in Sport 12 (2009) 688–690

xecution, compared to a sedentary control group. These find-
ngs demonstrate an association between the practice of a
hysical exercise involving complex motor planning and con-
rol and higher GM tissue density in brain regions responsible
or these tasks.
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